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Shake it Off…
Effective, Relatable Strategies to Help 

Improve Behavior at All Ages and Stages

By: Stacy Taylor, MA, B.C.B.A.

www.advancebehavior.com

www.advancelearningacademy.com

What is Applied Behavior Analysis?

� Science of learning and behavior that helps 

teach new skills and reduce problem problem 

behaviors

� Decades of research and practice with a 

variety of ages and stages

� Not meant for a specific diagnosis

“The definition of insanity is doing 

the same thing over and over 

again and expecting a different 

result.”

Behavior change is possible!

�Expect change and don’t wait months 

for it to happen

� If change isn’t occurring after consistent 

implementation then look at the program 

and what may need to be adjusted

�Collect data to determine if progress 

is being made

“You catch more flies with honey 

than you do with vinegar.”

Reinforcement vs. Punishment

� Reinforcement

� Increases future probability of a response

� Punishment

� Decreases future probability of a response

� While both impact frequency of behavior, we 

know that reinforcement is a better teacher 

and has NO negative side effects so it should 

always be the procedure we focus on 
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Find your child’s “currency”

� No one works for free and we all work for different 

reasons at different times.  

� Think about what your child LOVES (not just likes).

� Think about they try and steal

� You can waste a lot of time fighting this or assess 

and use motivation properly to help your child 

learn and behave better.  

� Remember, reinforcers can be faded and many 

will change even without your help! 

Have fun every day with your child

� Don’t just be in your child’s circle, BE the circle (and 

no that doesn’t mean not letting anyone else in and 

not disciplining when necessary).

� Children will always behave better for those who they 

have strong attachments, bonds and positive 

relationships with.

� Take a few minutes every day to “play their way”

� Don’t “therapize” during this time

Use “you” wisely

� Attend to the behaviors you want to see repeated 

� You are your child’s most valuable reinforcer and 

the attention that you give will literally shape their 

behavior. 

� Be selective about what you attend to and don’t 

be afraid to coach others to do the same 

� When behaviors occur that are “junk” – simply 

ignore or redirect when ignoring is not possible

When problems arise….

� All people engage in problem behaviors during their 

lifetime

� Consider dimensions like: frequency, severity, duration, 

intensity

� Behavioral concerns may include:

� Noncompliance

� Aggression

� Property destruction/disruption

� Self talk

� Self-injury

� Touching genitals

Before you begin…

� Understanding and treating any potential 

medical issues is essential before beginning a 

behavioral program

� Sleep apnea

� Pain 

� Hearing/vision issues

� Seizures

� GI issues

� PMS/Hormonal issues

� And so on…

Remember…….

� All behavior is functional

� Why do we behave?

� Attention

� Escape/Avoidance

� Gain access to a reinforcer

� Sensory needs
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Behavior Junction ….

What’s Your Function? A-B-C Data

� A-B-C narratives allow us to observe 
relationships between antecedents, behavior 
and consequences

� Antecedents – what happened immediately 
before the behavior occurred

� Behavior – an objective description of what 
the child did

� Consequences – what happened immediately 
after the behavior occurred

Approached and told Jacob 
to give me the iPad.

Hit my arm and 
screamed

Prompted him to sign”wait” 
and then reinforced by 
giving him 5 more minutes

Asked Jacob to clean up the 
cars.

Screamed, dropped 
to the floor

Put him in time out

Competing Behavior Model

� Helps “map out” a behavior plan

� Specifies target replacement behavior to keep  

your team focused on teaching

� Gold standard in the science of learning and 

behavior

� Must make problem behaviors irrelevant, 

ineffective, and inefficient

Asked to 

complete Math 

HW

Screams, curses,

Puts head down
Gets help 

Asks for help

PraiseComplete work 

quietly

fatigue

• Less problems 

on WS

• Visual schedule

• Rule Reminder

• Visual prompt to 

ask for help on 

desk • Tokens/Points 

earned for 

requesting help

• Give help 

immediately 

when requested

• Ignore problem 

behaviors

• Increase 

sleep at 

home

• Follow up 

with 

physician re: 

sleep apnea
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Period of 

time with 

little attn 

Calls out

Destroys property
Adult 

Attention

Appropriately 

Requests Attn

More 

work

Complete work 

quietly

Low 

attention

• Teacher checks

• Visual schedule

• Rule Reminder

• Teach to ask for 

attention approp

• Improve 

independent 

work completion

• Teach toleration 

of delay

• Provide 

attention if she 

asks

• Tokens/Points 

earned for 

requesting help

• Ignore problem 

behaviors

• Schedule 

group 

activities 

throughout 

the day

• Schedule  

helping  

activities

“An ounce of prevention is 

worth a pound of cure.”

Preventative Strategies

� Rule reminders

� Schedules

� Social narratives

� Timers

� Auditory

� Visual

Provide choices 

� We all want to have choices throughout the day and 

children are no different.  

� Forced choice (do you want ___ or ____?)

� Free choice (what do you want?)

� Give children a sense of control and power

� Increased choice can also help reduce the frequency of 

problem behaviors. 

� Make sure to give choices only when appropriate

When in doubt…Teach!

� Inappropriate behaviors are a result of weak 
repertoires. 
� Communication, foundational, academic, adaptive, etc.

� Every behavior plan must include a teaching 
component 
� Specifically a replacement behavior for the problem behavior

� Look closely at what your child is doing and what 
they should be doing instead. 

� Stumped? 

� Think about what another child may do in that situation for 
a clue.  

2:1 Rule

� 2 new behaviors for every 1 you take away

� Example

� If you are working on reducing hitting for attention….

� Then teach and reinforce two new behaviors to get attention 

instead

� Raising hand

� Rubbing arm
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C is for Consequences…

� Contingent

� Controlled

� Consistently implemented

� Collaborative

“Shake it off ….                             

but not too quickly”

Time out vs. Time in

� Time out only works when you focus on time 

in

� Be careful not to hold a grudge

� But don’t shake it off too quickly

� Rate of reinforcement should not return to 

status quo immediately after a problem 

behavior occurs

� Focus on a slow climb back to a positive 

environment

No teaching while tantrumming!

� Teaching during or immediately following a 

problem behavior is typically ill advised.

� The amount of attention that is required 

to teach is not something that we usually 

want to give when these behaviors are 

occurring

� An upset child is a terrible learner

� Teach proactively and you will get MUCH 

further faster.

Avoid problems with reinforcers

� Focus on providing choice to the child

� Don’t choose for them

� Vary choices to help prevent satiation

� Accept the child’s reinforcer

� This can always be shaped once new 

behaviors are established.

Thank you!

Enjoy the rest of your day!

Like us on FaceBook

www.facebook.com/advancebehavior

Want more info or a Skype Consult?

info@advancebehavior.com
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